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Abstract

Background: Labral tears commonly occur in both the general and sporting population, often leading to significant pain and dysfunction. Patients often engage in progressive rehabilitative programs, and surgical intervention may be required in severe cases. Autologous platelet rich plasma (PRP) injections have been growing in popularity in musculoskeletal medicine as an alternative to corticosteroid injections. This paper looks at the effectiveness of PRP injections in glenoid labral lesions.

Methods: The clinical and radiological findings are presented for two patients who have been treated with autologous PRP into the glenohumeral joint adjacent to the labral tear, in conjunction with a progressive rehabilitative program. Follow up occurred at 18 months and 13 months, respectively.

Results: Both subjects tolerated the PRP injection well with no adverse effects, and were compliant with their rehabilitative programs. On initial presentation, pain on the visual analogue scale (VAS) was 7/10 and 6/10 and at follow up it was reported as 0/10. Both subjects have now returned to normal sporting and work activities.

Conclusions: The findings from this case series suggest that PRP in conjunction with appropriate rehabilitation can assist in the clinical recovery of glenoid labral tears. Further research is required with greater sample numbers and improved methodological parameters.

Introduction

Glenoid labral lesions can often lead to significant discomfort and restriction during daily living activities, as well as various sporting activities. Prevalence can vary between 6% in the general population 1 to 35% in the sporting population 2. Typical management can range from exercise therapy to surgical intervention. This case report describes the use of ultrasound-guided autologous PRP into the glenohumeral joint adjacent to the labral lesion in two patients, in conjunction with a supervised exercise program.

Case I

In June 2011, an otherwise fit and healthy, right arm dominant 27-year-old male electrician was referred for physiotherapy management to the author. He presented with right intermittent deep shoulder ache occurring one month prior when performing...
multiple supine bench presses in the gym. The patient reported an immediate onset of deep pain distributed around the shoulder region more so posteriorly with an associated ‘click’. There was no pain or discomfort described below the deltoid or associated neck pain or headaches. Grip strength was maintained and any activity above ninety degrees of flexion or abduction was ceased secondary to pain levels increasing. All upper limb gym activities were ceased and sleeping on the right side was avoided due to pain. There was no other relevant medical history reported. The patient was able to continue with work, though he avoided provocative movements and lifting. He took 4g of paracetamol and 100mg of Voltaren Rapid daily for pain relief for the initial 2 weeks.

Initial observation on standing revealed an increase in right upper trapezius bulk with normal resting position of the scapulae. Active abduction was limited by pain to 110°, and hand behind head manoeuvre was provocative. External rotation at 90° was limited by pain to 45% of range and horizontal flexion was mildly painful. Scapular stabilisation in conjunction with active movement resulted in no change to clinical symptoms. The Obrien’s Test was positive (Sen 90%, Spec 98%), as was the Crank Test (Sen 80%, Spec 20%). The Biceps Load Test II was positive (Sen 90%, Spec 97%). The Empty Can Test was positive (Sen 62%, Spec 54%), the Hornblower’s Test (Sen 100%, Spec 93%) and the Speeds Test (Sen 90%, Spec 14%) were positive and posterior gleno-humeral joint palpation resulted in pain being reproduced.

On sitting, the cervical spine was cleared and there was no glenohumeral sulcus sign present. The Shift and Load Test (Sen 90%, Spec 85%) was negative and there was adequate thoracic spine mobility. In the supine position, the apprehension test was positive and the acromioclavicular joint was tender. Pectoralis minor was shortened and neural integrity and neurodynamics tests were negative. In the prone position, static scapular setting was adequate, although there was a loss of control with dynamic movements.

The patient agreed to commence a specific rehabilitation program for six weeks in an attempt to improve function and his pain score. The exercise regime consisted of static and dynamic scapular stabilisation in both the prone and sitting positions. Through range scapulohumeral kinematics were addressed with the aid of Theraband. Rotator cuff strength exercises were commenced with a bias on the supraspinatus and teres minor

![Figure 1](image_url)

**Figure 1** (a) axial T2 fat saturated, (b) axial T2 gradient echo and (c) coronal T2 fat saturated images show the undisplaced posterior labral tear, (d) axial T2 fat saturated and (e) sagittal T2 Fat saturated images shows denervation oedema of teres minor compatible with a brachial neuritis or post traumatic injury.
Incorporate outer range shoulder movements and to facilitate a exercise program was recommenced and progressed accordingly to ties pain free and reported less apprehension. His initial exer

Two weeks post PRP injection the patient returned for physiotherapy review and reported an improvement in function and pain scores equating to an 85% improvement on the VAS. The patient could now engage in more functional overhead activities and an increase functional ability. Overhead activities were still unable to be performed secondary to pain and his Obrien’s Test, Crank Test and Biceps Load Test II were all positive. The patient reported a decrease in symptom reproduction when the Empty Can Test and Hornblower’s Test were performed; however, a positive test was recorded.

The patient was subsequently referred for Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) which showed a 4 mm x 5 mm delamination split of the supraspinatus tendon and an undisplaced posterior labral avulsion extending craniocaudally for 3.2 cm superior to inferior quadrant. The long head of biceps tendon is enlocated within the interbercular groove and there was post traumatic degeneration of the right acromioclavicular joint.

The results were discussed with the patient with the assistance of the MRI imaging and a model of the shoulder joint. An orthopaedic consult was suggested, but the patient declined as he did not want to go down the surgical treatment pathway. The option of autologous PRP into the paralabral region and glenohumeral joint was discussed on the basis of autologous product with anti-inflammatory properties that may enable an analgesic effect. The patient was made aware that there had been no published evidence, no high level research into such procedure being performed in the shoulder, possible complications and no guaranteed outcomes. He requested the treatment and gave full informed consent. Under ultrasound guidance using a strict aseptic technique, 5cc of 0.5% bupivacaine was injected into the paraglenoid soft tissues, followed by 8cc of autologous PRP (BCT, REGEN Labs, Switzerland) into the glenohumeral synovial cavity near the posterior inferior quadrant of the torn glenoilabrum with no pain. 2cc of PRP was injected under ultrasound guidance into the acromioclavicular joint. Post injection, the shoulder was placed in a sling for 10 days with elbow ranging allowed.

Muscle groups, in conjunction with subscapularis training to assist in improving the glenohumeral mechanics. A pectoralis minor lengthening exercise was given and general advice regarding good posture was discussed. All the exercises were to be done in a pain free fashion. Real time ultrasound (RTUS) was used throughout the six-week rehabilitation program to ensure that the correct muscle activation pattern was occurring.

At his 18 month follow up appointment with the physiotherapist, the patient described complete resolution of all symptoms, a return to Muay Thai, and engagement in pre-injury gym training. Clinical tests included the Obrien’s, Crank, Biceps Load Test II, Empty Can and the Speeds Test, which were all negative. There were no further clinical symptoms to suggest labral lesion involvement, and repeat imaging was therefore not justified in the clinical setting.

Case II

In October 2011, an otherwise fit and healthy 25-year-old fe-

male receptionist was referred for radiological intervention to the author. She presented with a 7-year history of gradual onset of right shoulder pain after playing several seasons of softball. She described the symptoms as a deep ache in the joint, particularly made worse with overhead activities. She denied any specific injury to her shoulder, and believed several seasons as a right arm pitcher was the cause. She currently had stopped playing softball and avoided any provocative activities.

Prior to initial assessment with the authors, the patient reported she had received several corticosteroid injections over the 7-year history into her right subacromial bursa, none of which gave her complete relief of her symptoms. In 2009 she had a motor vehicle accident which resulted in a 7% loss of function to her cervical and lumbar spine. She reported spinal function had since improved greatly to date, though she still gets the occasional frontal headache. Six months prior to presentation, she was advised to focus on strengthening her upper limbs, for which she undertook an aggressive gym program for three months. Subsequently, her shoulder pain flared up significantly, resulting in lack of sleep and reduced function. She stopped all exercise after the flare up.

Her MRI showed a thickened coracoacromial ligament with established subacromial bursitis, a 2 mm x 3 mm partial tear on the mid supraspinatus tendon and an undisplaced Superior Labral Anterior to Posterior (SLAP) tear at the junction with the long head of biceps tendon without a measurable fragment.

At the first visit for radiological intervention there was marked localising tenderness to the insertion of the trapezius into the spine of the scapula, a positive O’Brien’s Test and pain on provocation of the long head of biceps. The posterior shoulder pain was treated with ultrasound guided percutaneous tenotomy and injection of 5cc of unclotted autologous blood mixed with 3cc of 0.5% bupivacaine into the insertion of the trapezius at the medial margin spine of the scapula. At her 4-week review by the radiologist, pain from the above had remarkably improved.
However, she had persisting symptoms that was thought to be originating from the SLAP lesion. She was referred for physiotherapy review for assessment and correction of any abnormal biomechanics, shoulder kinetics and glenohumeral instability.

At her initial physiotherapy review, observation in standing revealed that there was a kyphotic cervical spine resting position with associated protracted scapulae. There was also posterior cuff wasting with compensatory upper trapezius bulk. Active abduction was limited to 100º by pain and external rotation at 90º could not be performed due to provocation. Facilitated seated scapular stabilisation in conjunction with active shoulder range of movements resulted in only minor improvement in function. The Obrien’s Test, Biceps Load Test II and Crank Test were all positive. The Neers Test was positive as was the Speeds Test and the Empty Can Test. Anterior joint line tenderness was considerable.

On sitting, the cervical quadrant test was negative and there was no tenderness on the acromioclavicular joint. There was no sulcus sign present and the Shift and Load Test was negative. The thoracic spine was hypomobile. In the supine position, the Shoulder Apprehension Test was positive and neural integrity and neurodynamics tests were negative. Prone scapular setting was poor with minimal ability to control upper limb movements with adequate scapular positioning.

Rehabilitation involved spinal posture correction exercises incorporating adequate resting scapulae positions and supraspinatus strengthening exercises with the RTUS. Motor control of subscapularis was also addressed to ensure correct dynamic movements of the glenohumeral joint complex were achieved.

Six weeks after commencing rehabilitation, the patient reported a 40% improvement in symptoms but was still unable to complete tasks above shoulder height without any pain. The patient declined the offer of an orthopaedic consult.

At radiological review, her Oxford Shoulder Score was 26, indicating moderate affliction. She consented to a PRP injection with an explanation of the procedure and risks similar to case 1. Using an aseptic technique, 5cc of 1% lignocaine and 6cc of PRP mixture (BCT, REGEN Labs, Switzerland) was injected under direct ultrasound visualisation into the glenohumeral synovial cavity through the posterior glenohumeral recess. Immediately post injection there was complete resolution of shoulder symptoms, indicating a positive anaesthetic response, and confirming that the glenohumeral joint was the source of pain. The shoulder was placed in a sling for 10 days and an elbow ranging exercise was given.

Two weeks after the PRP injection the patient reported a 65% improvement on the VAS, and could now engage in some overhead activities. She continued with her specific rehabilitation with the assistance of the RTUS to ensure accuracy of muscle activation. Six weeks post PRP injection her Obrien’s and Crank Test were negative, as was the Speeds Test. Visible muscle hypertrophy was evident through the posterior cuff, which was confirmed on RTUS, and overhead activities could be performed with minimal pain.

At her 13 month follow up, the patient reported that all her symptoms had resolved with adequate functional level to compete in high grade volleyball and to throw a medicine ball above shoulder height at boot camp. There were no further clinical symptoms to suggest labral lesion involvement, and repeat imaging was therefore not justified in the clinical setting.

Discussion

The glenoid labrum is a triangular fibrocartilaginous structure that assists in deepening the labrum to provide some mechanical stability for the humeral head. This vulnerable structure can result in labral lesions occurring in both the general and sporting population. There has been extensive research suggesting a link between labral pathology and rotator cuff involvement. Up to 45% of patients with labral lesions were also found to have

---

Figure 2 (a) orange arrow in this T2 fat saturated coronal image shows undisplaced tear at the junction of the long head of biceps and superior labrum, this is also seen in (b) yellow arrow in coronal proton density image. Black arrow in (a) shows a thickened coracoacromial ligament and yellow arrow shows subjacent asymptomatic subacromial subdeltoid bursitis, (c) orange arrow in this axial T2 fat saturation image shows the SLAP tear at the junction of the long head of biceps and superior labrum.
Repair of cartilage and tendon lesions is the holy grail of musculoskeletal medicine. The majority of musculoskeletal disorders are due to degenerative pathologies that result in multifactorial chronic pain. There is chronic imbalance between anabolism and catabolism at a cellular level with an unfavourable microenvironment that results in further destruction of normal structure. The reader is referred to the paper by Chikanza and Fernandes for more information\textsuperscript{22}. Inherent catabolic properties and side effects of corticosteroids have resulted in the search for an alternative injectable product for pain relief in these patients. The ideal option would be a non-surgical minimally invasive technique that delivers a product with minimal or no side effects with the ability to restore a favourable microenvironment that allows regeneration of degenerative tissue.

PRP is an autologous agent with a very high concentration of naturally occurring growth factors. It has been in use for at least two decades in maxillofacial surgery and is rapidly gaining popularity in orthopaedic medicine. PRP carries very minimal risks and is distinctly different to cortisone in that it is not a catabolic, with no risk of destruction of normal tissue. PRP has anti-inflammatory properties that inhibit inflammatory processes in osteoarthritic chondrocytes\textsuperscript{23}. Labral tissue is fibrocartilage and in an animal model meniscal tear, PRP enhanced repair of meniscal fibrocartilage\textsuperscript{24}. PRP has also been shown to play a role in regeneration of degenerative rotator cuff tears by enhancing proliferation and matrix synthesis of tenocytes\textsuperscript{25}. However, the use of PRP has had unfavourable review, as seen by recent studies in rotator cuff tears. Two randomized controlled trials, one with 79 patients and the other with 88 patients comparing PRP fibrin matrix (PRFM) versus control on rotator cuff tendon healing showed no demonstrable differences on tendon healing and clinical rating scales\textsuperscript{26,27}. Bergeson \textit{et al.} also showed similar results with PRFM in at-risk rotator cuff tears\textsuperscript{28}. This may reflect several factors, including differences in individual products of PRP preparation. These studies used a semisolid implant material that had to be delivered through the arthroscopy cannula, which is quite different to injectable liquid PRP preparations. This implant was left at the bone tendon interface and may have resulted in a space occupying effect, in addition to an unfavourable biological milieu with increased inflammatory mediators. In a laboratory model, human PRP has been shown to stimulate migration and chondrogenic differentiation of human subchondral progenitor cells\textsuperscript{29}. Glenohumeral intra-articular injection of PRP with the aim of stabilising fibrocartilage and hyaline cartilage lesions has evolved subsequent to safety and efficacy results of studies with good short-term results in osteoarthritis of the hip and knee joints\textsuperscript{30,31}. In the past few years there has been interest in mesenchymal pluripotent stem cells (MSC) in regeneration of cartilage and tendon disorders. Mokbel \textit{et al.} showed in a dog study that intra-articular injection of MSC is a viable option for treating partial cartilage defects by proving that injected MSC demonstrated homing and incorporation of labelled MSCs in the neocartilage reparative tissue\textsuperscript{32}. PRP has also been shown to enhance proliferation of MSCs and chondrogenic differentiation\textsuperscript{33}.

In the authors’ practices, patients are informed of the option of promoting proliferation of bone marrow stem cells by nutritional supplements through the consumption of blueberries, Vitamin D3 and green tea\textsuperscript{34} as an alternative to harvest and injection of MSCs.

The authors have used PRP in conjunction with optimal biomechanics pre and post PRP injection to ensure the best chances of a favourable outcome. This paper adds to anecdotal evidence on the use of intra-articular PRP in fibrocartilage lesions with favourable clinically significant results. It does not offer a statistically significant result or evidence for routine practice.

**Conclusion**

In both case studies, the patients had complete resolution of symptoms, and were able to return to normal activities, including impact sports. This is the first published report on the use of ultrasound guided PRP in conjunction with physiotherapy to treat glenoid labral tears with a favourable outcome. This report offers evidence that PRP with appropriate rehabilitation is a viable, low risk alternative to corticosteroid injections or surgical procedures in glenoid labral tears. Further research is required with larger sample numbers and improved methodological parameters to further validate these findings.

**Consent**

Written informed consent for publication of clinical details and clinical images was obtained from both subjects and the radiology company.

**Author contributions**

Physiotherapy comments were by the primary author, radiological comments by secondary author.
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Isabel Andia, reporting on the PRP aspects of this article,

From the area of my expertise in PRP therapies, I have some reservations:

One of the main questions that remain unanswered regarding the use of PRP is optimal formulation. Differents types of PRP have been identified in base of platelet enrichment and leukocyte concentration (relative to peripheral blood) and activation procedure. These crucial aspects are not mentioned in this article. Moreover, the authors dilute (8:5) (PRP:bupivacaine sol.) in the first case and (6:5) (PRP:lignocaine sol.) which raises concerns about their final PRP product and the capability to clot.

I would suggest that the authors describe the formulation of their product and discuss the inconvenience of diluting the PRP product and mixing PRP with anesthetics (Carofino B. Et al., 2012 Corticosteroids and local anesthetics decrease positive effects of platelet-rich plasma: an in vitro study on human tendon cells. Arthroscopy. 711-9.)

Michele Abate, reporting on the rehabilitation aspects of the article,

General: The authors should provide the timing of the rehabilitation program before and after PRP injections and have to specify the progression of the exercises.

Case I: Why was MRI performed after the failure of the rehabilitation program and not before? This could have influenced the outcome of the rehabilitation program. Which stretching exercises were performed? Was it only on the minor pectoralis? Did the patient perform exercises for impingement syndrome (lowering of the humeral head)? What about the strengthening of biceps and triceps? How did the patient perform exercises? Was it with the aid of only Theraband, or other specific devices (isokinetic)? Which suggestions about posture did the author provide?

Case II: In this case, the rehabilitation program was wrong in the first phase. The patients suffered, in addition to SLAP (superior labral anterior to posterior) tear, impingement syndrome with bursitis and partial rotator cuff tear. This was the reason the patient had scanty results from the rehabilitation. During this period more attention had to be provided in the treatment of cervical spine and its dysfunction and of impingement syndrome. Which active exercises did the patient perform?
We have read this submission. We believe that we have an appropriate level of expertise to confirm that it is of an acceptable scientific standard, however we have significant reservations, as outlined above.

**Competing Interests:** No competing interests were disclosed.
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Robert Vander Kraats, Next Generation Physiotherapy, Australia

**Case I:** Referring for the MRI when the patient initially presented compared to at the 6 week mark would have made no difference to the rehab outcome. As reported, the patient just with rehab alone reported a 70% reduction on the VAS and improved functionality at the 6 week mark. The other important aspect here is one should never simply diagnose a musculoskeletal complaint from imaging alone; rather a good physical assessment with sound clinical reasoning by an experienced clinician is essential. Refer to Jenson & Modic et al. (1994) and Weishaupt & Boos et al. (1998). Furthermore, Liu et al. (1996) compared physical examination to MRI in assessment of glenoid labral tears confirming that physical examination yielded a sensitivity of 90% and a specificity of 85%, compared to MRI of 59% and 85% respectively, when compared to arthroscopy. Throughout the intensive rehabilitation program, importance was placed on improving the scapulothoracic and scapulohumeral rhythm kinematics.

Along with addressing muscular imbalances in the form of length and strength differences comparing anterior to posterior cuff, importance was placed on functional exercises relevant to the patient. In the author’s opinion, it is paramount to not get into the habit of prescribing exercises of no relevance to the patient's work or sport for example. Granted in the very early stage this may be acceptable, but certainly this should not be the focus. Doing a basic biceps curl in isolation, as suggested by the reviewer, without any scapulothoracic/ humeral activation or sport specific relevance is unlikely to add favourably to the clinical outcome.

**Case II:** The patient certainly did not “suffer” due to a "wrong" rehabilitation program after the subject was referred to the author. Despite the chronic nature of the complaint, after just six weeks of intensive rehab the patient reported a 40% improvement on the VAS. One needs to always consider the mechanics and movement patterns of the cervical spine in a patient with a past history of a significant whiplash injury, particularly when considering scapulohumeral/thoracic dysfunction in a symptomatic labral tear. As such, the cervical rehab focussed extensively on the deep cervical muscles as per Jull et al.’s (2008) comprehensive research.

Furthermore, with the assistance of a bio-feedback pressure sensor to maintain deep cervical muscle control, shoulder kinematics were added from inner range to outer range, progressed to sport specific positions as able. The other important factor to note is the impingement and bursitis were both not the primary source of symptoms. The subject had a normal acromion on Xray and the multiple cortisone injections failed to give relief. Both were simply secondary to altered kinematics between the cervical/thoracic/scapulohumeral mechanism, with an underlying symptomatic labral pathology. Therefore, addressing the above, in conjunction with the PRP, resulted in initial positive clinical tests all becoming negative, and a symptom free patient who could return to her chosen sport.
Xander Van Rijen
Joondalup Health Campus, Joondalup, WA, Australia

I believe the article to be a good contribution to support continued clinical study of PRP in labral tears. As a comment to the author, I would seek clarification on the validity of the combinations of shoulder tests used (according to Netter’s Orthopaedic Clinical Examination, combinations of tests are only moderately helpful in identifying labral tears).

I have read this submission. I believe that I have an appropriate level of expertise to confirm that it is of an acceptable scientific standard.

Competing Interests: No competing interests were disclosed.

Robert Vander Kraats, Next Generation Physiotherapy, Australia

Lyndsay Somerville, in her 2012 doctorate, and later published in 2013 in the BMC Musculoskeletal Disorders Journal, makes an interesting point suggesting that the sensitivity of SLAP tests in isolation are poor. For example, Somerville reports that amongst other tests, the sensitivity of Speed's Test is 24.6%, Biceps Load I is 10.3% and Resisted Supination ER is 14.3%. Based on the low scores, Somerville proposes that through clinical reasoning considering several tests is likely to paint a better picture than simply one poorly sensitive test in isolation.
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This is a case report (two cases) reporting the application of an autologous blood product (PRP) in Glenoid Labral Tear. The recent evidence suggests that PRP, despite the great hype, is of no benefit in the management of musculoskeletal conditions. I have no doubts that these two patients have done well, but, without a control group, this manuscript only perpetuates a myth. In this respect, the authors have chosen to ignore the meta-analysis published in by Sheth et al. 2012, and to jump on the bandwagon. In this respect, therefore, what they report is at best dubious science.
I have read this submission. I believe that I have an appropriate level of expertise to state that I do not consider it to be of an acceptable scientific standard, for reasons outlined above.

**Competing Interests:** No competing interests were disclosed.
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**Robert Vander Kraats, Next Generation Physiotherapy, Australia**

The authors are well aware of the limitation of a case report with respect to no control group. We in fact stated this in the case report and the need for further research. It is however hard to compare our paper with other papers directly as this is the first published paper on PRP into glenoid labral tears. Sheth et al.’s 2012 meta-analysis doesn’t discredit PRP in isolation, it rather states due to the lack of standardisation of study protocols, platelet-separation techniques, and outcome measures there is uncertainty. Therefore, in a situation like this, one needs to delve into further research before discrediting ones paper and suggesting it it of “dubious science”.

For example, Peerbooms et al. (2010) in his double-blinded randomised controlled trial with a 1 year follow up found a clinically significant reduction in pain and an improvement in function in patients with lateral epicondylitis when PRP was used compared to corticosteroids. Further, Taylor et al. (2011) in his systematic review concluded that PRP has advantages for tendon and ligament injuries, by way of promoting a faster recovery, a reduction in recurrence, and with no adverse reactions described. Therefore, our case report, in conjunction with the above mentioned research, certainly repudiates that PRP is "of no benefit in the management of musculoskeletal conditions" as you suggest.
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